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对凤姑娘有意思，问明在凤姑娘那边过夜的价钱， 
暗想着：
•   “他妈的，三十五块钱老子也花得来，头家玩的，

估里就玩不得了？”——赌拍九少输一点，踏它
几天车子，总捞得了三十五块吧！”
这“头家”指的是老板，估里就是劳动阶级——

工人之意，“拍九”应是音译，牌九，一种赌博。 
这些都是方言。

《毒与那个女人》中，洪永昌的老婆交培了不少
姐妹伴，这当中的交培也是闽南语，交际，认识的意
思。她形容穿得漂亮的人是穿得“苏爽”，也就是整
齐，而苏爽一词，闽南语常用。至于骂人的“夭寿鬼”
，更是闽南语中骂人的“顺口溜”。而“她”的父母在
他们婚后搬回“州府”去住，这州府一词，是马来亚还
属于英殖民管辖时，新加坡闽南人对它的称呼。

《窝浪拉里》描写英皇加冕游行的庆祝行列将经
过的地方，四周满是警察和“暗牌”，这“暗牌”就
是闽南语的便衣警探。此外，新马是多元种族国家，
其中马来人占了不少，因此马来语也相当普遍，尤
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Exhibition catalogues are also long-lasting records and 
sources of references on ceramic exhibits shown for 
specific purposes in museums so as to affect the audience 
in a predetermined direction. Therefore, it is one of the 
best tools for us to review the history of research into and 
future trends of Southeast Asian ceramic studies. 

“Southeast Asian ceramics” emerged as an independent 
analytical unit after World War II, when Southeast Asia 
became a region with clear political boundaries. The 
study of important long-term inter-regional cultural 
and technological interactions has suffered through 
the creation of modern political barriers. Chinese 
ceramic traditions are one of the major elements in the 
development of ceramic industries in Southeast Asia. The 
timeframe of this article begins with the ninth century, 
when Chinese trade ceramics were first imported into 
Southeast Asia, and ends in the sixteenth century, the 
period when Southeast Asian polities began to come 
under the political control of European empires.

This article traces the history of Southeast Asian 
ceramic special exhibition catalogues from the 1970s, 
a decade when most of the existing Southeast Asian 
ceramic societies were established in the region and many 
exhibition catalogues were published, to the re-emergence 
of such exhibitions in the late 2000s. 1 Unlike permanent 
exhibitions, special exhibitions pay particular attention 
to a group of ceramic exhibits that are brought together 

for public display. They also offer the opportunity for 
viewers to observe and compare ceramics from different 
parts of Southeast Asia conveniently concentrated in 
one place for a limited period of time. They can also 
enhance the popularity and professional reputation 
of the museum by highlighting and promoting several 
new discoveries or important ceramic pieces. Although 
permanent exhibitions represent long-term results 
based on the hard work done by museum staff over 
many years of collecting, preserving and researching, 
most of the exhibition catalogues depict short-term 
and temporary special exhibitions instead of permanent 
exhibitions in the museum.2 As Southeast Asian ceramic 
exhibition catalogues are the main publications for 
special exhibitions in museums, these form the main 
focus of this study.

Some observations on  
the exhibition catalogue

Most of the exhibition catalogues surveyed in this paper 
were obtained from libraries in Singapore. Singapore 
has a unique geographical and historical position  
in Southeast Asian ceramic studies, and is considered  
a hub of scholarly publications and landmark exhibition 
catalogues on Southeast Asian ceramic topics in the 
region.3 The catalogues studied were from the Singapore 
and Southeast Asian collection, art and history 
collections and Ya Yin Kwan Collection of the Lee Kong 
Chian Reference Library, National Library of Singapore.  
In addition, libraries at the National University  
of Singapore, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies and  
the Asian Civilisations Museum hold a number of 
Southeast Asian, Chinese and Japanese ceramic 
exhibition catalogues that were published in various parts 
of the world.

Twenty-three special exhibition catalogues on 
Southeast Asian ceramic topics were selected from 
major Singapore library collections. The selection 
criteria were based on whether the catalogue was 
a special exhibition catalogue, whether the major 
topic of the exhibition catalogue was connected 
with Southeast Asian ceramics, and whether it was 
available in major Singapore library collections. 
Many important exhibition catalogues, drawn 
from a much wider range of pioneer scholars or 
institutions outside of Singapore collections or books 
written in local languages, should be acknowledged.4  

We hope that this general overview will provide an 
indication of the future trends of exhibitions on 

1 Wong, 2009, p. 5.
2 See Belcher, 1991, 

pp. 51-52 and 
Brown, 2009b.

3 Wong, 2009,  
pp. 6-7.

4 For example,  
see Guy & 
Stevenson, 1997.

The dark 
brown glazed 
stoneware jars 
were spread 
over a rather 
wide expanse 
exhibition area 
in Taipei County 
Yingge Ceramic 
Museum, Taiwan.

Exhibition catalogues are important guidebooks for ceramic 
enthusiasts and researchers to understand Southeast Asian 
ceramics. Compared with words, images in exhibition 
catalogues can provide a visual representation and perceptual 
knowledge of the styles and forms of ceramics. 

参考书目

其是一些特别名词如“沙拉”，是犯错的意思，《夜
茫茫》中凤姑娘问阿憨可是因为婊妓婊出“沙拉”， 
问他可是中了梅毒之意。

姚紫也常把“脸孔”写成“面孔”，“脸上”
是“面上”等，这些也都是方言。

《新加坡传奇》中的方言更是不少，把薪水说
成“估俚工”，警察是“马打”（马来语）等等。而
这，相信除了姚紫本身是闽南人外，新加坡毕竟也是
个闽南人较多的地方，百姓常用语多为闽南话就不出
奇了。至于马来语，因为新加坡是多元种族国家，马
来人也是相当重要的国民，人们谈话中参杂马来语是
自然的。

虽然如此，但姚紫小说中那些方言土语，相信
都是作者为配合故事情节主角身份才应用的技巧，无
可厚非；重要的是并非姚紫所有的作品都有这样的语
言，否则就会影响读者的接受能力了，足见在文学语
言的应用上，姚紫不仅很谨慎，下的工夫也不少。

姚紫也喜欢在小说中应用俚语俗语，比如： 
“生鸡蛋不会，放鸡屎倒会”（《新加坡传奇》）， 
“没吃过猪肉，也见过猪走路”；“资本应用得法，一
本万利，资本运用不得法，把骨头拍卖都没人要”等
等；普普通通一句话，姚紫写来特别传神，余味无穷。

另外要提的，姚紫的小说中，除描述中国的景
物外，凡属新加坡的，也都忠实地为新加坡的历史做
了记录，那是新加坡“过去”一些颇著名的地方或街
道，比如在很多篇小说中提及的“拍拖”圣地勿洛海
边，如今已被填成了很多高楼大厦，东方戏院早就不
见了，国泰戏院已经不再是戏院，芽笼民用机场的
Bar-Restaurant根本就是历史，“古迹”还在，只是
人事已非。有些地方在今天的城市规划里已经找不到
了，但是可以从姚紫的小说中看到，那是新加坡过去
的繁华所在，那是后人所要知道的过往的街道或地
方历史。同样的，姚紫小说中的红灯区也逐渐从恭锡
街、惹兰勿杀转移了。而今日的红灯码头已经关闭不
用，因为有了新加坡港务局，有了樟宜机场。

总之，读姚紫的小说，不仅是在读故事或享受他
优美灵活生动的语言文字，同时也让我们欣赏了大自
然无处不在的美，还有各地的地里风光并活生生的历
史，而且了解历史的血泪是如何流出来的。美丽的文
学语言，是活着的文字。
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Southeast Asian ceramic studies. 
Five aspects of general information from the special 

exhibition catalogues will be observed: the quantity of 
ceramic exhibits by countries; sources of the exhibits; 
Southeast Asian ware type (glazed, unglazed stoneware or 
earthenware); the venues, dates, and host organisations 
and countries; and the topics of associated essays as well 
as the number of essays.

Quantity of ceramic exhibits by countries
With regard to the quantity of ceramic exhibits by 
countries, Thai and Vietnamese ceramic exhibits are 
found in much higher proportion than any other Southeast 
Asian ceramics. Thai and Vietnamese ceramics are usually 
considered as the only theme in the exhibition. Examples 
of Thai ceramic exhibitions include The Legacy of Phra 
Ruang (1974), Ceramics from Thailand (1977), Thai Ceramics 
through the Ages (1978), and Vietnamese ceramic 
exhibitions held in 1978, 1982 and 1993. Khmer ceramics 
make up the third-largest category of ceramic exhibits. 
Its thematic exhibition includes Khmer Ceramics 9th 
to 14th Centuries (1981) and Khmer Ceramics from 
the Kamratān Collection (1989). Very few exhibition 
catalogues deal with Burmese and Lao ceramics. The 
White and Green Wares Excavated in the Tak Area in 
Thailand (1996) is an exceptional case. About 194 pieces 
of white-glazed Burmese ware with green decoration, 
obtained from illegal excavation along the Thai-Myanmar 
border in the Tak Area of Thailand near the Mae Sot 
mountain region, were first introduced in a special 
exhibition in the Machida City Museum.5 Aside from 
this special exhibition, ceramics produced in Myanmar or 
Laos and insular Southeast Asian countries, for instance 
Brunei, have seldom appeared in Southeast Asian ceramic 
special exhibitions. These phenomena may reflect  
a strong contrast in the development of Southeast 
Asian ceramic studies, and the perceptions of collectors  
(or lenders) and organisers on which kind of Southeast 
Asian ceramics should be included in the exhibition. 

Another typical example is whether Chinese ceramics 

are present in Southeast Asian ceramic exhibitions.  
In Table 1, 7 out of 23 exhibitions present Chinese 
ceramics. In the Talking Jars (1971), South-East Asian and 
Chinese Trade Pottery (1979), and Southeast Asian Ceramics: 
New Light on Old Pottery (2009), more than 100 Chinese 
pieces were shown. Another exhibition, Oriental Trade 
Ceramics in Southeast Asia 10th to 16th Century (1980), 
also displayed 78 pieces of Chinese ceramics. Chinese 
ceramics are covered in the Southeast Asian ceramic 
special exhibitions if the organisers support the concept 
that the flourishing of trade between China and Southeast 
Asia would transmit new elements to Southeast Asian 
ceramic products and their societies, and Chinese 
ceramics could provide one of the major elements in 
the development of ceramic industries in Southeast 
Asia. However, if Southeast Asian ceramic traditions,  
cultural identity and internal unity are emphasised, 
Chinese ceramics would be excluded from the 
exhibitions. Table 1 indicates that the latter approach is 
more frequent.

Source of the exhibits
Many ceramic exhibits from Southeast Asian ceramic 
special exhibitions were lent by private collectors or 
museums. Singapore is an ideal location to display such 
pieces since local museums and institutes and members 
of the Southeast Asian Ceramic Society (SEACS) always 
provide vital support and act as sources of exhibits, 
such as for the Ceramic Art of Southeast Asia (1971), Khmer 
Ceramics 9th to 14th Centuries (1981), and Southeast Asian 
Ceramics: New Light on Old Pottery (2009) exhibitions.6 
Another supportive country is Japan. Many masterpieces 
in excellent condition were meticulously selected from 
institutions such as the Tokyo National Museum, Idemitsu 
Museum of Art, Machida City Museum, Southeast Asian 
Ceramics Museum, Kyoto, and Fukuoka Art Museum, 
or from collections held by private collectors such as 
Hiroshi Fujiwara and Hiromu Honda. These pieces were 
displayed in various special exhibitions such as Thai-
Vietnamese Ancient Ceramics (1988), Khmer Ceramics from the 

5 Yamazaki, 1996, 
p. 137. About 
Burmese ceramics 
from the Thai-
Burma border, see 
Roxanna Brown’s 
book review, 2004, 
p. 2.

6 Some Southeast 
Asian ceramic 
exhibits were from 
the Art Museum 
of University of 
Singapore. See 
Sabapathy 2002, 
pp. 16-19.

Southeast Asian ceramic masterpieces were exhibited on the large and low platform 
with the glass frames but not much protection in Taipei County Yingge Ceramic 
Museum, Taiwan

Southeast Asian ceramics “handle holes” in the 
Southeast Asian Ceramics Museum, Bangkok 
University, Thailand

Kamratān Collection (1989) and Vietnamese Ceramics (1993). 
Margot and Hans Ries were two of the pioneer collectors 
of Southeast Asian ceramics. After moving to Los Angeles 
in the early 1950s, they donated most of their collections 
of Southeast Asian ceramics to the Pacific Asia Museum 
in Pasadena, California.7 Another famous collection is 
the Hauge family’s gift of Khmer ceramics to the Freer 
Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution.8

Some exhibits were purchased by the museums or 
borrowed from other galleries and museums in different 
countries. For instance, for the special exhibition Southeast 
Asian Ceramics Ninth through Seventeenth Centuries (1976), 
the organising team led by Dean Frasché successfully 
grouped ceramic exhibits from the US, Belgium, 
Netherland, Japan, Thailand and Indonesia that were 
brought together for visitors to make comparisons among 
ceramics conveniently in one place. However, cooperative 
special exhibitions with archaeological departments in 
Southeast Asia have been very rare. One example is Thai 
Ceramics through the Ages (1977), launched by The Urban 
Council of Hong Kong and the Fine Arts Department, 
Thailand. Only a small proportion of archaeological 
finds with clear provenances and dating information was 
chosen for display, including the ceramic discoveries from 
both land-based and underwater archaeology. Southeast 
Asian Ceramics: New Light on Old Pottery (2009) gave an 
extraordinary demonstration. As compared with previous 
special exhibitions, this exhibition paid more attention to 
shipwreck ceramics. They were highlighted with serious 
research on the relationships of ceramic trade within the 
region and between China and Southeast Asia.9

Southeast Asian ware type  
(glazed, unglazed stoneware or earthenware)
Southeast Asian ceramic ware types from the fourth 
to sixteenth centuries make up the largest ceramic 
ware category in the special exhibitions. This result 
parallels the increased momentum of Southeast 
Asian ceramic exports. In particular, the development  
of Vietnamese and Thai ceramic production during  
the period of distribution of Chinese ceramic export 
wares was limited during the Ming dynasty (A.D. 1368-
1644).10 By comparison, ceramic ware produced from 
the ninth to thirteenth centuries, a period when glazed 
ceramics were first produced in Southeast Asia, falls in 
the second group.

In general, Southeast Asian ware type can also be 
classified into glazed stoneware, unglazed stoneware 
and earthenware. Most exhibits from this pre-modern 
period are intact glazed stoneware from Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Northeast Thailand. This is because 
the intense debate about the origins of Southeast 
Asian glazed stoneware in Southeast Asian ceramic 
study circles was closely linked to the beginning of 
China’s systematic export trade in ceramics from the 
ninth century. However, earthenware is an important 
Southeast Asian ceramic ware type. Except for Ban 
Chiang earthenware from Thailand, earthenware has 
never played a major role in ceramic exhibitions. About 
10 out of 23 exhibitions include Ban Chiang ware. This 
reflects the idea (since challenged) that Ban Chiang 
earthenware was a distinctive artistic and technological 

ceramic tradition that could be traced back 4000 years 
in Southeast Asia as the result of significant excavations 
at the Bronze and Iron Age site of Ban Chiang from the 
late 1960s to the early 1980s.11 However, there is still very 
little in-depth research and display of both mainland 
and island Southeast Asian earthenware from the pre-
modern period in special exhibitions. 

In addition, only a few special exhibitions have 
displayed important research resources for Southeast 
Asian ceramic studies: kiln wasters and ceramic 
fragments, the key materials for the study of 
technologies and craftsmanship of Southeast Asian 
ceramic production.

Venue, date and the host organisation and country
Southeast Asian ceramic special exhibitions were often 
scheduled for a limited period of time. In general, the 
exhibitions did not last longer than three months. For 
instance, The Legacy of Phra Ruang (1974) exhibits for 
sale in London were only displayed for 15 days. The 
longest special exhibition, Southeast Asian Ceramics: New 
Light on Old Pottery (2009), was held at the National 
University of Singapore Museums (NUS Museums) over 
9 months and 22 days. The Oriental Trade Ceramics in 
Southeast Asia 10th to 16th Century (1980) catalogue was 
produced to accompany the travelling special exhibition 
for three months from the National Gallery of Victoria, 
Melbourne (6 June – 20 July 1980) to the Art Gallery of 
South Australia, Adelaide (1-31 August 1980), and the 
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney (4 October 
– 9 November 1980). A similar practice can be seen in 
shipwreck ceramic exhibitions for public education or 
auction purposes in recent years.12

Many ceramic exhibitions were held in art museums 
or art galleries. This observation demonstrates that 
Southeast Asian ceramics were treated as art objects 
or parts of art collections rather than archaeological 
or historical resources. The major organisers were 
the founding persons or the successors of the art or 
ceramic societies or the museums with that area of 
ceramic collections and specialisation, such as SEACS 
established in Singapore in 1969. The first Southeast 
Asian ceramic exhibition, entitled Ceramic Art of 
Southeast Asia, organised by the first SEACS president, 
William Willetts, was held in 1971 at the Art Museum in 
the University of Singapore (SEACS 1971).

topic of associated essays and number of essays
The typical exhibition catalogue includes at least 
one essay. That essay is always an introductory essay 
about the ceramic exhibits written by the organisers 
or renowned ceramic specialists in the field. Some 
catalogues compile three to four excellent articles 
with serious studies on various topics, like the 
relationship between Chinese and Southeast Asian 
ceramics, or ceramic traditions, as well as the 
biographies of the collectors. Oriental Trade Ceramics 
in Southeast Asia 10th to 16th Century (1980), Khmer 
Ceramics 9th to 14th Century (1981), Vietnamese Ceramics 
(1982) and Southeast Asian Ceramics: New Light on 
Old Pottery (2009) are some of the most exemplary 
works. These essays, containing detailed illustrations 

7 Dofflemyer, 1989, 
pp. vi-ix.

8 See Cort, 
et al. 2000, 
“Foreword” by 
Milo Cleveland 
Beach, Director, 
Freer Gallery of 
Art and Arthur 
M. Sackler 
Gallery, pp. 6-7.

9 Miksic, 2009,  
pp. 71-99.

10 Brown, 2009b, 
pp. 17, 29; 
Miksic, 2009, 
p. 59.

11 White, 1982, pp. 
12-21, 29.

12 The travelling 
exhibition on 
Sunken Treasures 
of Brunei 
Darussalam from 
2003 to 2005 in 
Australia is an 
example. See 
Richards, 2003.
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of ceramic exhibits, are extremely important in 
transmitting knowledge to succeeding scholars of  
the field. 

Visits to Southeast Asian Ceramic 
Exhibitions in Singapore and Taiwan

To present a better understanding of the future study 
of Southeast Asian ceramics, I want to discuss two 
Southeast Asian ceramic special exhibitions held in Asia 
in recent years. The first is The Ceramic Road of Southeast 
Asia: Pottery Villages, Ancient and Contemporary Ceramics 
special exhibition, which was staged from 17 October 
2009 to 28 February 2010 in Taipei County Yingge 
Ceramics Museum, Taiwan, one of the most well-known 
ceramic museums in Asia. About 240 ceramic works 
were included in the exhibition. The objective of this 
exhibition was to “provide the Taiwanese [with] a deeper 
understanding of Southeast Asia and better appreciation 
to their Southeast Asian neighbours”.14 

The Southeast Asian artefacts joined collections 
through a variety of routes: through private collections on 
loan from different museums and institutes from Japan, 
Taiwan and Thailand or archaeological discoveries in 
Taiwan. I was very impressed that some selected pieces 
were exhibited on a large and low platform with glass 
frames but not much protection. Such a display would be 
refreshing to visitors because the ceramic objects were 
spread over a rather wide expanse, resulting in blank 
spaces. Visitors could experience a greater connection 
with the seemingly unprotected ceramic objects, while 
the glass frames served to remind visitors that although 
Southeast Asian ceramics are cheap and common enough 
compared to gold ornaments or paintings, they were still 
untouchable art objects. We should note also that this 
special exhibition adopted the “handle holes” display 
method from the Southeast Asian Ceramic Museum, 
Bangkok, and allowed visitors to touch wasters.15

This exhibition was apparently intended to showcase 
certain kinds of Southeast Asian ceramic exhibits: intact, 
exceptional, exquisite, exotic, glazed and preferably 
high-quality vessels mainly from private collections in 

the museums, with approximated dating, provenance 
and places of discovery. Unlike most previous special 
exhibitions, The Ceramic Road of Southeast Asia exhibition 
was surprisingly concerned with ceramics from mainland 
Southeast Asian countries (including Laos and Myanmar), 
both ancient and contemporary ceramic works, the 
significance of ceramic traditions, and a study on pottery 
villages and usage of the ceramic vessels (see table 1). 
Undoubtedly it would yield a broader view and generate 
comparatively greater interest in Southeast Asian 
ceramics among researchers and ceramic enthusiasts. 

Another special exhibition, Southeast Asian Ceramics: 
New Light on Old Pottery, organised by SEACS and NUS 
Museums, was displayed from 14 November 2009 
until 5 September 2010 in NUS Museums. Since its 
establishment in 1969, SEACS has played an important 
role in the development of Southeast Asian ceramic 
studies and the transmission of the accomplishments 
of Southeast Asian ceramic researchers. In 1971, 
its pioneering exhibition catalogue Ceramic Art of 
Southeast Asia: first annual exhibition was published. 
The special exhibition 38 years later marked the 40th 
Anniversary of SEACS16 and paid tribute to the late  
Dr Roxanna Brown.17 

Compared with the Taiwan exhibition, some 
ceramic exhibits were protected within three-tiered 
glass vitrines. These fit well in the limited exhibition 
space and directed visitors’ attention in particular to 
the ceramic objects in the upper and middle layer.  
The interpretive labels in front of the exhibits and stories 
about the discoveries on the floor panels showed that 
the ceramic objects were unified as a group based on the 
consistency of content and the kinds of materials. 

The exhibition focused not only on ceramic findings 
from mainland Southeast Asian kiln sites, but also on 
the fragmented, general, coarse unglazed stoneware 
and earthenware, tiles and brick building materials with 
archaeological contexts from both insular and mainland 
Southeast Asia. Traditionally, an intact and fine piece 
is selected as the major image on the front cover of an 
exhibition catalogue. However, in Southeast Asian Ceramics: 
New Light on Old Pottery, the editor made the bold choice 
of a ceramic fragment of a glazed milky-blue Sawankhalok 
guardian figure for the front cover. This shows that 
fragments were considered an important component in 
this exhibition.18 The essays in the exhibition catalogue 
provided many substantial research findings and new 
ideas on Southeast Asian ceramic studies, including 
kilns of Southeast Asia, research on ceramic trade within 
Southeast Asia and between Southeast Asia and China.19 

Apparently, both exhibition organisers indicated their 
interest in the hot topic of the revival, protection and 
promotion of Southeast Asian ceramics. The Ceramic 
Road of Southeast Asia organisers intended to raise 
awareness of the connection between contemporary 
and ancient Southeast Asian ceramics. For instance, 
the editors separated the special exhibition catalogue 
into two volumes: all contemporary ceramic art works 
by artists in Southeast Asia were grouped in volume 
one, while the ancient ceramic exhibits and related 
essays were compiled in volume two. They also used 
Singaporean ceramist Swee Tuan Pang’s artwork Ripples to 

13 The Quantity 
of Ceramic 
Exhibits by 
Countries was 
based on the 
pre-modern 
ceramic exhibits 
mentioned in 
the exhibition 
catalogue. It 
may not include 
all the exhibits 
shown in the 
exhibition.

14 Chen, 2009, 
p. 15.

15 Brown, 2009a, 
pp. 60-61. 

16 Miksic, 2009, 
p. 7. 

17 Chia, 2009, p. 7.
18 In 1993, the 

Tokyo National 
Museum 
held a special 
exhibition 
entitled Korean 
and Other 
Asian Ceramics 
Excavated in 
Japan (one 
quarter of the 
exhibits were 
Southeast Asian 
ceramics). Most 
of the ceramic 
exhibits were 
fragments. See 
Tokyo National 
Museum, 2000.

19 Miksic, 2009, 
pp. 49-99. 

Archaeology-
inspired pots by 
the grandfather 
of Singapore 
sculpture,  
Ng Eng Teng in 
NUS Museums, 
Singapore
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No. Exhibition Ceramic Exhibits by Country

Insular Southeast AsiaMainland Southeast Asia

Ceramic Art of Southeast 
Asia (1971)

The Talking Jars (1971)

The Legacy of Phra 
Ruang (1974)

Southeast Asian 
Ceramics (1975)

Southeast Asian 
Ceramics Ninth 
Through Seventeenth 
Centuries (1976)

Ceramics from 
Thailand (1977)

Vietnamese Ceramics 
(1978)

South-East Asian and 
Chinese Trade Pottery 
(1979)

Ceramics of Thailand 
(1980)

Oriental Trade Ceramics 
in Southeast Asia 10th 
to 16th Century (1980)

Khmer Ceramics 
9th-14th Centuries (1981)

Vietnamese Ceramics 
(1982)

Southeast Asian 
Ceramics Special 
Exhibition: Annam, 
Khmer, Thai (1983)

Thai-Vietnamese 
Ancient Ceramics 
(1988)

Ceramics of Mainland 
Southeast Asia (1988)

Southeast Asian 
Ceramics from the 
Collection of Margot 
and Hans Ries (1989)

Khmer Ceramics from 
the Kamratān Collection 
(1989)

Vietnamese Ceramics 
(1993)

The White and Green 
Wares Excavated in 
the Tak Area in Thailand 
(1996)

Thai and Khmer 
Ceramics (1996)

Southeast Asian 
Ceramics: New Light 
on Old Pottery (2009)

The Ceramic Road 
of Southeast Asia (2009)

23

1

2

3

4

5

6

Thai Ceramics through 
the Ages (1978)

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

China
Malaysia Singapore Indonesia Philippines BruneiKhmer Thai Viet

20 205 127

1 36

PH7, 70

15 113

5 PH5,16 13

15 PH5, 51 52

14 22 (P17) 59

5 PH7,  51 31

17 PH1, 97

27 PH7, 112

150

7

7 29 47

16 PH4, 87 47 3 12

4 6 CL85 6, CS11, 
SH8

1

260

194

1

13 59 73

57

S146

8 PH27, 35,
SH32

53

55

15

39 36

235

78

123

160

2

120

PH5, 149 2

5

Lao Burmese

table 1:  the Quantity of Ceramic exhibits by Country13

LeGeND
CL: Chinese ceramics land-based excavation  
SH: Shipwreck 
CS: Chinese ceramics shipwrecks 
PH: Pre-history 
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Opening ceremony of “Southeast Asian Ceramics: Night Light on Old Pottery” exhibition 
in NUS Museums, guests of honour (L-R)  Mr. Ahmad bin Mashadi, Prof. Wang Gungwu, 
Mr. Alvin Chia, and Prof. John N.Miksic

represent the ceramic road of Southeast Asia embraced 
by the intriguing changeable and unpredictable nature 
of water, and put a Si Satchanalai celadon Kinnari  
ewer at the right bottom corner of the front cover.20 
The catalogue included the study of contemporary 
earthenware production in various pottery villages in 
Southeast Asia. The contemporary earthenware traditions 
may provide the essential link with past technologies 
of Southeast Asian ceramic production. In Southeast 
Asian Ceramics: New Light on Old Pottery, the curators 
displayed the archaeology-inspired pots of Ng Eng 
Teng, the grandfather of Singapore sculpture, together 
with the ancient potteries in the exhibition.21 Another 
possible method of making the connection between 
contemporary and ancient ceramics is to produce replicas 
of ancient ceramics to help revitalise Southeast Asian 
ceramic production. In the meantime, it is possible to 
use different approaches to integrate both contemporary 
and ancient Southeast Asian ceramics in the same 
exhibition. It also indicates that systematic analysis of 
the link between contemporary and ancient Southeast 
Asian ceramics and collaboration between contemporary 
ceramic artists, art historians and archaeologists within 
the region will further increase in the near future. 

Discussion 

As an object-oriented display, a Southeast Asian ceramic 
special exhibition is more heavily reliant upon ceramic 
objects that form the foundation of our understanding 
of ceramics than on any other form of interpretive 
media. However, ceramic exhibitions are always lacking 
in dynamic and participatory elements.22 Is it necessary  
to put a protective glass front on all ceramic exhibits,  
thus making them untouchable art objects? Some 
exhibits, such as heirloom jars, kiln wasters, ceramic 
fragments of recent date, and contemporary earthenware 

are common pottery types that can be found in tribal 
houses, ceramic workshops or elsewhere. They are 
essential components of Southeast Asian ceramic 
studies and should not be treated as rare, precious, 
individual and unusual pieces in exhibitions. As the 
eminent French archaeologist and Southeast Asian 
ceramic scholar Bernard P. Groslier pointed out,  
“The amateurs (the hunters of rare and precious objects) 
risk selecting only ‘exceptional’ pieces, and end up  
with only a partial and prejudiced view of this 
(Southeast Asian ceramic) art…[I]n 1981, due to  
the absence of systematic studies, identification and 
dating are frequently done ‘negatively’ by ‘impressionist’ 
comparisons…it will be dated by ‘likeness’ to some pieces 
seen through the glass of a museum showcase or during a 
visit to a colleague or in a sales catalogue”.23 Thirty years 
later, as more archaeological data has been accumulated 
and more in-depth and comprehensive studies have 
been done by researchers, this unbalanced situation  
has improved. 

What are the future trends in Southeast Asian 
ceramic studies? Based on the above analysis, topics on 
archaeological ceramic findings, shipwreck ceramics 
in the region, the linkage between contemporary and 
ancient Southeast Asian ceramics, and comparisons 
between Southeast Asian and Chinese ceramics will 
become more significant in future studies. Moreover, 
special exhibitions organised by various organisations 
from different countries, displaying cross-border 
Southeast Asian ceramic findings with proper dating 
and provenance information for comparison, and 
accompanied by exhibition catalogues containing 
several substantial essays and informative illustrations of 
ceramic exhibits will not be only a dream. The distinctive 
characters of Southeast Asian ceramic traditions—unity 
and diversity—will then emerge in their fullness through 
exhibitions and their catalogues.

Southeast Asian Ceramics: New Light on Old Pottery  
(All right reserved, Southeast Asian Ceramic Society, 2009)
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